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What's your mother’s favourite story of you? Be sure to search for the twinkle within an eye or the
appearance of a smile, as they answer questions and reminisce about their recent. What's the most
trouble your grandfather experienced a child? Your relationships will end up being enriched with
those particular for you, as you share these questions. Tell Me THEREFORE I Know provides a
place to record and save these details as you proceed through each question. Which are the
answer to these questions? Who was your father’s greatest friend as a kid? Tell Me THEREFORE I
Know has over 550 questions made to give a fun and simple way to find out about the memories,
life story, favorites and advice of these you love. You will be assisting to preserve the memories that
would certainly be lost, if not shared. It is easy to believe that tomorrow is a good period to ask
these questions, don’t wait! Start the journey, ask someone special, tell me so I know.
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Brilliant way for connecting with your loved ones in a great and meaningful way!! Brilliant way for
connecting with your family members in a great and meaningful way!! I've spent such time with my
80 year old Moms learning reasons for having her that I experienced never known before "Tell Me
THEREFORE I Know". Just what a Fun and Inspirational Book! The thoughts that are proved in this
reserve produced us laugh and inform stories all night while we had been in the car on an extended
road trip. One hour later on, we were laughing and crying and create a date night to walk through
each chapter so she could learn more about me. I plan on offering copies to my own adult children
so that they can learn more about me! It was very easy to follow and it passed the time so quickly.
Long forgotten memories begins flowing.! I am grateful to have discovered so many new reasons for
having my Mom and her existence while she was still able to recall and articulate the her special
memories of working for President Kennedy in addition to some brand new experiences that I'd
never really had know if not really for Tell Me So I know!. Love It ! Initially, I thought this publication
might be more "function" than We was up for, but by the time We realized it I was writing apart on
page 15 -- it cut back many wonderful remembrances. It is really nice and just an all around great
conversation starter. It is really fine and just an all around great conversation starter Just to take up
a dialogue with my elderly parents. I'd highly recommend this for everybody to jot down "who they
are" for generations that follow, a thing that was missing in my family! I came across this book to be
perfectly written and the writer did an excellent job covering all aspects of life with the questions My
Mother died of Alzheimer's. I came across this publication to be very well written and the author did
a great job covering all aspects of existence with the queries. I am currently filling this out for my
children, I think they'll be very interested in learning even more about my life. What a wonderful way
for your children and their descendants to understand about your life.. Good plan.!!!Excellent
Book!CTS Great idea......and then it is too late.. Could have given 5 superstar but printing is usually
soooo little- hard also for the daughter/child to see with eyeglasses on !...frequently those special
situations of our lives are never discussed and for that reason forgotten.I'm so grateful for this
delightful reserve of interactive queries, and for Paul Shike writing it. TELL Me personally SO I KNOW
should be in every home.... Could have given 5 superstar but printing ...!.! Great memories need to
be captured! Your day I received my book, my wife was out but my child (22)/was home and
started reading it. It could also be a terrific way to really become familiar with a Spouse or Best
Friend. My wife and I will be obtaining another book to give our son. This is such a great idea, yet
with our active lives, we don't stop to think about these stories/memories. (I came across my
Christmas present for my little group and friends) The best part of being in a family.. Fantastic book
for anybody interested in family history.passing down stories and sharing memories!. What a terrific
way to spread family stories!!
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